
AUTOMOTIVE

We provide solutions integrating AI

and Safety technologies for

autonomous vehicles.

HOME, LIGHT & BUILDING

We leverage a combination of

hardware, software, wireless

design, AI, and IoT technologies to

create secure and reliable

embedded systems for home and

building automation.

AEROSPACE

We create safe and reliable

Aerospace systems according to

the highest Functional Safety

standards.

MEDICAL

We develop intelligence in the

medical equipment using AI and

deep learning.

We develop leading & Safety-

compliant engineering solutions for

complex Industrial products.

INDUSTRIAL

WHO ARE WE?

Bluewind is a leading engineering

company that provides top-notch

engineering solutions and products in

several application fields.

With over 25 years of experience and a

dedicated agile team, we guide our

customers throughout every step of the

project to find tailored, efficient and

unbiased solutions for their unique needs.

SECTORS

MISSION

Our mission is to empower decision

makers within a network of industries,

universities and scientific institutions to

achieve their product and idea

development goals by enhancing their

creative and technological capabilities.

VISION

Our vision is to be the strategic R&D

partner to leading organizations that are

seeking to design complex & demanding

products, efficiently, effectively, and timely.
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Once the customer's needs are

identified, we provide system

modeling, hardware design, wireless &

antenna design, software

development, followed by unit and

integration test.

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

TOOLS SUPPORT

We are official distributors and

competence center for a suite of

embedded tools which are at the

foundation of system development:

Compilers, Debuggers, Real Time

Operating Systems and Test Suites.

WANNA JOIN US?
If you have a passion for product development with embedded
electronics and you are looking for an exciting opportunity, we would
love to hear from you. Whether you are a recent graduate or an
experienced professional, we welcome applications of all backgrounds. 

If you think you have what it takes, please send your CV to
stefano.costa@bluewind.it,  and we will get back you.

FOLLOW US ON 

SERVICES

VALUES

QUALITY

Continuously

striving to provide

the best possible

value.

STRATEGIC CONSULTANCY

We provide tailored consultancy

services to assist customers in

bringing their product ideas to life,

including product strategy,

technical analysis, Safety critical

systems gap analysis.

ACADEMY

Bluewind Academy offers hands-on

trainings for developers, engineers

and students to create reliable,

testable, and safe electronic

systems.

RELIABILITY

Driven by passion,

empowered by

integrity.

RESPONSIBILITY

Focused on both

the social and

physical

environment.

INCLUSION

Fostering a multi-

cultural environment

where everyone is

respected & valued.
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